GUMMBAH
MEANWHILE, BETWEEN TWO ETERNITIES OF DARKNESS
Gummbah’s cartoons are full of absurdism and extreme situations.
Everything is under attack: unsuccessful writers and pedophiles,
homosexuals, art and poetry, religion and sex. It can be confusing at
first, until you start to delve into the image of the world created by
the author. Full English translation available
RIGHTS SOLD: GERMANY, PUBLISHED IN LUNCH MAGAZINE
(NORWAY)

PETER VAN STRAATEN - DAY TO DAY CARTOON CALENDAR
PETER VAN STRAATEN – THEMED COLLECTIONS
Peter van Straaten is one of the most popular cartoonists in Holland
and frequently uses everyday life as a theme. In these cartoons all
comical and tragical elements of married couples, adolescents in
school, holidays and working life can be found. With his sharp eye
Van Straaten always knows how to reveal the essence of human
behaviour. English, French and German samples available
Peter van Straaten’s drawings are also published in very successful
themed collections, covering subjects as cooking and eating out,
everyday married life, office life, adolescence and grandparents and
grandchildren.
45.000 copies sold yearly! 23rd EDITION SINCE 1995
ALL TERRITORY RIGHTS AVAILABLE THROUGH DE HARMONIE

STEFAN VERWEY - HOW TO OPEN A BOOK
Stefan Verwey, contributor to the national Dutch newspaper
de Volkskrant, is a cartoonist who uses his good eye and sharp
nib in this collection to portray the literary life in society. In
various cartoons about publishers, readers and journalists he
shows the comic elements in being a writer, publisher,
bookseller or librarian.
English and German translation available.

For rights enquiries please contact:
De Harmonie Publishers, Elsbeth Louis, elouis@deharmonie.nl tel. +31 20 6245181 www.deharmonie.nl

DE HARMONIE FRANKFURT 2017 HOTLIST * CARTOONS
PETER DE WIT - BURKA BABES
One of the most popular features in the Dutch daily
newspaper de Volkskrant is the comic Sigmund. The
women in burkas who occasionally appear in this
comic became an instant hit. Cartoonist Peter de Wit
cleverly developed their personalities, turning them
into real Burka Babes with surprisingly upbeat views
on religion, men and life in general. Full English
translation available.
DUTCH EDITION EIGHT PRINTINGS, OVER 15.000 COPIES SOLD
RIGHTS SOLD ITALY, FRANCE, SPAIN, CZECH REPUBLIC

PETER DE WIT - SIGMUND SERIES
'Sigmund' is a daily comic about a psychiatrist who deals rather
harshly with his patients and comments on the many things that
occupy the minds of modern men and women today. New Age,
stress, plastic surgery, advertising, drugs as well as the old topics:
sex, violence, death, sports and the everlasting battle between the
sexes. Sigmund has been published in the Dutch newspaper de
Volkskrant since 1994.

HANCO KOLK - MECCANO SERIES
Meccano The Lonely Planet is a collection of four books in the
Meccano series, a graphic satire which takes place in that virtual
country.
Hanco Kolk tells a highly original story of how people searching
for love and freedom meet unexpectedly amidst the chaos and
perversity of a society in transition.
Hanco Kolk is a leading Dutch graphic artist. Together with Peter
de Wit he created the daily comic strip S1ngle, which was recently
turned into a highly successful television series.
The last book in the Meccano serie, The Rough Guide, was voted
best graphic novel of 2008 by Het Stripschap, the Dutch Comic
Strip fans’ official union.

